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ABSTRACT

Johannes Haapakoski: Implementing asynchronous sagas in a microservice architecture
Master of Science Thesis
Tampere University
Master’s Programme in Information Technology
September 2023

Microservices has become a popular architectural pattern for building applications in recent
years. A microservice architecture consists of a set of small loosely coupled autonomous services,
where each service typically has its own database.

A microservice architecture offers multiple advantages over a traditional monolithic architecture
but also poses a lot of challenges. One such challenge is that a developer doesn’t have access to
typical database transactions when an operation has to span multiple services and databases.

The saga pattern has been proposed as a solution to this challenge. The idea behind the
saga pattern is to split an operation that spans multiple services into partial transactions that can
be executed individually in sequence. The partial transactions may need to define a rollback
transaction. In the case of a failure during the saga, the rollback transactions are executed in
reverse order.

This thesis studies the saga pattern and its implementation in a microservice architecture. The
aim of this thesis is to find out how to implement the saga pattern in a microservice architecture
such that it functions correctly and reliably. A small example architecture is designed in order to
get a practical understanding of the design considerations.

This thesis concludes that the saga pattern can provide high availability and high reliability.
However, it also introduces a lot of complexity. One thing to take into account when using the saga
pattern is that sagas lack the isolation property provided by ACID transactions. Also, based on the
example architecture, implementing the saga pattern seems to require a lot of infrastructure.

Keywords: microservices, saga pattern, distributed transaction

The originality of this thesis has been checked using the Turnitin OriginalityCheck service.
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Johannes Haapakoski: Asynkronisten saagojen implementaatio mikropalveluarkkitehtuurissa
Diplomityö
Tampereen yliopisto
Tietotekniikan DI-ohjelma
Syyskuu 2023

Mikropalveluarkkitehtuurista on tullut suosittu arkkitehtuuri sovelluksissa viime vuosina. Mikro-
palveluarkkitehtuuri koostuu joukosta pieniä, löyhästi toiseensa kytkettyjä autonomisia palveluita,
joista jokaisella on tyypillisesti oma tietokanta.

Mikropalveluarkkitehtuuri tarjoaa monia etuja verrattuna perinteiseen monoliittiseen arkkiteh-
tuuriin, mutta tuo mukanaan myös paljon haasteita. Yksi tällainen haaste on, että kehittäjällä ei ole
käytössä tyypillisiä tietokantatransaktioita silloin, kun jonkin toiminto koskettaa useita palveluita ja
täten myös useita tietokantoja.

Saaga-mallia on ehdotettu ratkaisuksi tähän haasteeseen. Saaga-mallin ideana on jakaa usei-
ta tietokantoja kattava operaatio osittaisiksi transaktioiksi, jotka voidaan suorittaa yksitellen toinen
toisensa jälkeen. Osittaisille transaktioille on määritettävä kompensoivat transaktiot, jotka voidaan
suorittaa, mikäli saagaa suoritettaessa kohdataan vikatilanne. Jos jotakin saagan osittaisista tran-
saktioista ei voida suorittaa, suoritetaan kompensoivat transaktiot käänteisessä järjestyksessä.

Tämän diplomityön tarkoituksena on arvioida saaga-mallia mikropalveluarkkitehtuurin konteks-
tissa. Työssä selvitetään, miten saaga-malli voidaan toteuttaa mikropalveluarkkitehtuurissa siten,
että se toimii oikein ja luotettavasti. Työssä suunnitellaan pieni mikropalveluarkkitehtuuri näiden
asioiden selvittämiseksi.

Työssä selvitettiin, että saaga-malli voi tarjota korkean luotettavuuden sekä korkean saatavuu-
den. Toisaalta sen käyttäminen lisää järjestelmään paljon monimutkaisuutta. Saaga-mallia käytet-
täessä tulee ottaa huomioon, että saagoilla ei ole ACID-transaktioiden eristyneisyys-ominaisuutta.
Myöskin saaga-mallin toteuttaminen siten, että se toimii luotettavasti vaikuttaisi, työssä suunnitel-
lun arkkitehtuurin perusteella, vaativan paljon infrastruktuuria.

Avainsanat: mikropalvelut, saga-malli, hajautettu transaktio

Tämän julkaisun alkuperäisyys on tarkastettu Turnitin OriginalityCheck -ohjelmalla.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Microservices has become a popular architectural pattern for building applications in re-

cent years. A microservice architecture consists of a set of small loosely coupled au-

tonomous services, each typically with their own database. These services then collabo-

rate with each other, usually over a network connection, to produce the desired outcome.

As opposed to a monolithic architecture, where all the application logic exists inside a

single process, and all the data inside a single database, the microservices approach

makes a system more modular. In a well-built system this provides some desirable char-

acteristics. For example, scaling the application is easier, because instead of scaling all

the functionality at once, only the limiting subset of functionality can be scaled in isolation.

However, the microservice approach adds a lot of complexity due to it’s distributed system

nature.

In a monolithic architecture the software developer usually has access to database trans-

actions with atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability (ACID) guarantees. Unfortu-

nately no such guarantees are freely given in a microservice architecture when a transac-

tion has to span over multiple services and databases. This makes it comparatively more

challenging to ensure consistency within the system. For example, one service crash-

ing or a network failure during a transaction that spans multiple services could leave the

system in an inconsistent state.

The traditional method for managing transactions between different processes in a dis-

tributed system is called a distributed transaction. However, this method is not usually

suitable for integrating microservices. One problem with distributed transactions is that

they require that all the participants are online simultaneously. This reduces availability of

the whole system as a single node being down will halt the execution of the whole trans-

action.[32, Chapter 6][33, Chapter 4] Also, the performance of a distributed transaction is

much worse than that of a single database transaction[28, Chapter 9].

The saga pattern is an alternative to distributed transactions for transaction management

in a microservice architecture. The advantage of the saga pattern is that it can be im-

plemented by using asynchronous messaging; a service can do it’s own part, send a

message to a message broker and continue with other work. All the saga participants

don’t have to be available at the exact moment of execution.[32, Chapter 6][33, Chap-
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ter 4] However, the saga pattern is a pattern merely for managing the business logic. It

doesn’t function correctly if a technical failure happens.[32, Chapter 4]

This thesis studies the saga pattern and its implementation in a microservice architecture.

The aim of this thesis is to find out how to implement the saga pattern in a microservice

architecture such that it functions correctly and reliably; how to mitigate technical failures

and what implementation details should be considered. In chapter 2, a brief introduction

to the microservice architecture will be given. Also in chapter 2, service-to-service com-

munication methods will be compared. In chapter 3, the required background knowledge

of a message broker is given. In chapter 4, the saga pattern will be looked at. In chapter

5, an example architecture that uses asynchronous messaging, and that is capable of

supporting the saga pattern reliably is described. The example architecture implements a

simple ticket sale application and uses the saga pattern to achieve data consistency be-

tween services. In chapter 6, the example architecture will be evaluated for correctness,

reliability, and whether or not it fits the characteristics of a microservice architecture. Fi-

nally, in chapter 7, the conclusion of this thesis is given.
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2. MICROSERVICES

In today’s world of always-on applications and APIs, it is essential for almost all services

to have high levels of availability and reliability, as well as the ability to rapidly scale in re-

sponse to user demand. This is a significant shift from just a few decades ago, when only

a small number of mission-critical services needed to meet these requirements. Whether

it is a consumer mobile app or a backend payments application, the need for distributed

systems that can handle these challenges is now widespread.[8, Ch. 1]

Microservices has become a popular term for describing such distributed software archi-

tectures. Microservices are a software architecture approach in which a large application

is broken down into smaller, independent components, that can be developed, deployed,

and scaled independently. Each microservice is designed to encapsulate some limited,

cohesive subset of functionality related to some business domain[32, Ch. 1]. This modu-

lar approach to application architecture allows for greater robustness, flexibility and scal-

ability. However, implementing a microservices architecture also requires careful design,

as it introduces new challenges related to its distributed system nature.

2.1 Characteristics

It is essential to have a thorough understanding of certain characteristics when examining

the use of microservices. These characteristics differentiate microservices from other

types of service-oriented architectures. Therefore, it is imperative to delve deeper into

these ideas to fully grasp the principles that enable microservices to function effectively.

First of such principles is the idea of independant deployability. When making a change

to a microservice, it should be possible to deploy that modified service without having

to deploy any of the other services[32, Ch. 1]. Deployment is risky: for example, the

engineers at Google have discovered that around 70% of outages are due to changes in

a live system[31]. The adoption of a microservice architecture significantly increases the

number of components within a system, thereby raising the complexity of deployment. If

the services are difficult to deploy, it can lead to a situation where the cost of deployment

outweighs the benefits of having a microservice architecture. However, if the services are

independantly deployable, the cost of deployment is greatly reduced as smaller overall

deployments are possible.[7, Ch. 8] Also, focusing on independant deployability also
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leads to better overall system design; in order to achieve independant deployability, the

microservices have to be loosely coupled[32, Ch. 1].

Another such principle is that services should be modeled around a business domain

rather than around technical concerns[32, Ch. 1][29]. This means that each service

should be focused on a specific aspect of the business, such as customer orders, in-

ventory management, or billing. By decomposing microservices into end-to-end slices of

business functionality, the architecture can be optimized for efficient changes to business

functionality. This is desirable because releasing a change that affects multiple services

can be expensive. If the application was decomposed to microservices based on technical

considerations, a new business requirement would more likely affect multiple services. By

aligning the microservices with specific business goals and objectives, it can be ensured

that the architecture is well-suited to support the needs of the business, while also main-

taining a high degree of modularity from a technical standpoint.[32, Ch. 1] Domain-driven

design can be a helpful technique in achieving this goal[32, Ch. 2][33, Ch. 2].

In the microservices architecture, it is recommended that each service has its own dedi-

cated database. The database can either be a separate instance of the same database

technology that other services are using or an entirely different database technology. [32,

Ch. 1][33, Ch. 1][29] This is necessary because microservices should embrace the con-

cept of information hiding. A microservice should hide as much information as possible

and only expose what is necessary to other services through explicit interfaces. It should

be clear what changes can be made within a microservice boundary without affecting

outside parties. A shared database is considered an antipattern partly for this reason.

With a shared database there would be no way for developers to tell what changes to

the database schema can be made without breaking other users of the shared database.

Services having clear boundaries results in a system with looser coupling and stronger

cohesion.[32, Ch. 1]

The microservice community tends to favor the concept of smart endpoints and dumb

pipes[32, Ch. 1][29]. This means that there shouldn’t be much logic in the mechanism

that is used in the communication between microservices. Microservices should favor

RESTish protocols instead of more complex methods. For asynchronous communication

microservices should use lightweight message brokers that don’t do much more than

just routing the messages to the correct destination.[29] The business logic should be

contained within the services and it shouldn’t leak outside. Putting too much smarts into

the communication mechanism can lead to more coupling and less cohesion.[32, Ch. 1]

One consequence of using services as components is the need to design applications

that can handle the failure of individual services. This means that the application must be

able to continue functioning even if one or more of the services it relies on are unavailable

or experiencing problems. Therefore, microservices should be designed for failure.[29]
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If the architecture is designed incorrectly, one service failing could lead to a cascading

failure of the whole system[32, Ch. 1].

2.2 Comparison to a monolithic architecture

The microservice architecture is often presented as an alternative to a monolithic archi-

tecture. Therefore, it might be useful to compare the two in order to get a better under-

standing of the advantages and challenges of a microservice architecture.

The most common example of a monolith is that of a single-process monolith. In this type

of system all the application logic exists inside a single process. However, even some

service-oriented architectures could be considered monolithic. A monolith mostly refers

to the unit of deployment. If all the services in a service-oriented architecture are tightly

coupled, and therefore have to be deployed all at once, the architecture can be consid-

ered a distributed monolith. A distributed monolith comes with all the challenges of a

distributed system while not providing any of the benefits. Therefore, a distributed mono-

lith is considered bad design. However, a basic monolithic architecture is a completely

sensible and often preferable approach for smaller organizations due to less overall com-

plexity.[32, Ch. 1]

2.2.1 Advantages

One of the benefits of a microservices architecture is the ability to manage and release

updates to your application with a finer granularity. With microservices, a single service

can be updated without redeploying the entire application. In contrast, traditional mono-

lithic applications often require the entire application to be redeployed in order to make

changes or fix bugs, which can cause delays in the release process. By breaking the

application into smaller, independently deployable services, new features and bug fixes

can be rolled out more easily.[29][32, Ch. 1]

Another benefit is that of smaller teams and smaller code bases[29][33, Ch. 1]. The

problem with large teams is the communication overhead[33, Ch. 1]. If a task requires

intercommunication between team members, the communication effort quickly becomes

unmanageable. The increase in the required communication effort can be calculated as

n(n− 1)/2, where n is the number of team members. This means that 3 team members

require 3 times as much pairwise intercommunication as 2; 4 require 6 times as much as

2, and so on.[26, Ch. 2] The benefit of a smaller code base is that it is more likely easier

for the developer to understand[33, Ch. 1].

A microservice architecture provides better scalability[8, Ch. 6][32, Ch. 1][33, Ch. 1].

In a monolithic architecture the whole application has to be scaled all at once while in a

microservice architecture only the components that actually need scaling can be scaled
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when needed.[32, Ch. 1] Moreover, since each microservice is a self-contained unit,

it can be scaled using the approach that works best for its specific needs. This is not

possible with a monolithic architecture in which all components are tightly coupled and

must be scaled together. In a microservices architecture some services may be stateless

and can be scaled horizontally, while others may require sharding or other approaches to

scale due to their stateful nature. By decoupling the services, the scaling strategy can be

tailored to the needs of each individual service.[8, Ch. 6]

Another advantage is that multiple different technologies can be used[33, Ch. 1] [32, Ch.

1][29]. In a monolithic architecture, the team can be locked in to an increasingly obsolete

technology stack. Migrating to a new technology stack in a monolithic architecture is

really difficult because the whole code base has to be rewritten all at once.[33, Ch. 1]

In a microservice architecture, each service can be implemented using the most suitable

technologies[33, Ch. 1][29]. Also, newer technologies can be tested out with less risk

since the new technology can be tried in a single microservice for viability[32, Ch. 1].

Moreover, migrating from an obsolete technology stack is not such a daunting task since

the migration can be carried out in smaller chunks[33, Ch. 1].

Finally, microservices can potentially provide better reliability[33, Ch. 1][32, Ch. 1]. In

a monolithic architecture, a fault in the system can bring down the whole system. In

a microservice architecture, a fault in one service can be isolated while other services

continue to function normally. This of course requires that the system is designed in such

a way that a single service failing wont lead to a cascading failure of the whole system.[32,

Ch. 12]

2.2.2 Challenges

One of the main challenges of a microservice architecture is getting the service bound-

aries right. Due to service boundaries being more rigid than the boundaries of a module

within a monolithic application, the cost of fixing poor design decisions is likely to be

higher: data might need to be migrated between two databases, refactoring might need

to be done across multiple different code bases, and there may exist unidentified implicit

dependencies between services which could lead to errors[7, Ch. 1].

In a monolithic architecture, updates to multiple components can be deployed atomically.

In a microservice architecture, deploying features that span multiple services requires

careful coordination. The deployments have to be correctly ordered according to the

dependencies between services.[33, Ch. 1]

Another challenge is that debugging and monitoring a microservice architecture is much

more difficult. Due to functionality being divided across multiple different processes, it’s

not possible to load the whole application into a debugger to find out what went wrong.
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Moreover, reproducing a failure state is also really difficult due to the same reason.[8, Ch.

6] In a microservice architecture, each service is a possible point of failure. Determining

where the problem lies requires additional work.[32, Ch. 1]

As the architecture grows in the number of services, it might not be feasible for a developer

to run the whole stack on their machine. Due to this fact, the developer experience can

suffer.[32, Ch. 1]

Writing end-to-end tests in a microservice architecture can be challenging. To run an

end-to-end test in a microservice architecture, multiple services need to be deployed and

properly configured. Also, the tests can more often randomly fail due to environmental

issues like network failures.[32, Ch. 1]

In the 90’s Peter Deutsch and James Gosling defined the eight fallacies of distributed

computing. These fallacies are: the network is reliable, latency is zero, bandwith is infinite,

the network is secure, topology doesn’t change, there is one administrator, transport cost

is zero, and that the network is homogeneous.[34] These fallacies need to be avoided

when designing a microservices[7, Ch. 6].

For example, making a request from one service to another over a network is a very

different thing as opposed to making an in-process method call. The request has to be

serialized, transmitted, and deserialized. This adds significant overhead to each request.

While it might be reasonable to make a large number of in-process method calls, mak-

ing a large number of requests over a network is not.[32, Ch. 4] Also, the request can

sometimes fail, for example, due to the network being unreliable, or the receiving service

being offline[34]. Moreover, more thought has to be given to security; endpoints have to

be secured so that only authorized parties can call them, and data in transit has to be

protected from bad actors[32, Ch. 1].

Finally, since each microservice should have its own database, maintaining the consis-

tency of data is more challenging. When working with a single database, one can use

a database transaction to manage a state change. However, when working with state

changes across multiple different databases, a different approach is required.[32, Ch. 1]

2.3 Service-to-service communication

An important aspect of designing a microservice architecture is deciding which service-

to-service communication methods to use. Service-to-service communication is a form of

interprocess communication. Interprocess communication methods can be categorized

either as synchronous or asynchronous. Asynchronous communication means that the

sender continues immediately after having submitted the message for transmission. Syn-

chronous communication means that the sender blocks until it receives a response.[38,

p. 173]
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When thinking about communication in a microservice architecture, the interaction styles

can be roughly divided into three categories: request-response, event-driven and com-

mon data. A request-response style of communication can be implemented in either a

synchronous or an asynchronous fashion. Communication through common data and

event-driven communication are inherently asynchronous.[32, Ch. 4]

2.3.1 Request-response

A request-response style interaction is one in which one service makes a request to an-

other and expects back a response. Common use cases for this style of interaction are

retrieving data from another service and executing operations in a certain order. This

style of interaction can be implemented in either a synchronous or an asynchronous fash-

ion.[32, Ch. 4]

Common synchronous request-response schemes are REST-over-HTTP and gRPC[33,

Ch. 3]. When making a synchronous request, typically a network connection is opened

with the downstream service. This connection is kept open until the downstream service

responds.[32, Ch. 4]

An asynchronous request-response style of communication usually makes use of a mes-

sage broker. When making an asynchronous request, the request is first sent to a queue

that sits on the message broker. The service that receives the request consumes the

queue whenever it is able to. Once the receiving service has consumed the request, it

sends a response to another queue. The calling service then consumes this queue to

receive the response.[32, Ch. 4][33, Ch. 3]

2.3.2 Event-driven

In an event-driven interaction, rather than a microservice asking another service to do

something on its behalf, it simply emits an event that something happened. Other services

can then act on this information accordingly.[32, Ch. 4][17]

An event is simply a statement that something occurred. That something most probably

being something related to the domain of the service that emitted the event.[32, Ch. 4][33,

Ch. 3]

The emitting service doesn’t need to know about the services that are consuming its

events. Its only responsibility is to broadcast the event to some feed. This makes this

style of interaction inherently asynchronous in nature. This style of interaction, similarly

to asynchronous request-response, can be implemented by making use of a message

broker.[32, Ch. 4]

For example, consider a microservice that is tasked with handling payments. The pay-
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ment service could store a payment entity which could include the following fields:

1. Id, id of the payment

2. UserId, id of the user

3. OrderId, id of the associated order

4. Status, an enumerated type with one of the following values: pending, cancelled,

or completed

When a user makes a payment, the payment service could broadcast a payment com-

pleted event which could include the entity in the message. Another service, for example

a service tasked with handling the delivery of orders, could then act accordingly.

2.3.3 Common data

One possible way to integrate microservices is to have them to communicate through

some common shared data. This common data could for example be a file on a file

system.[32, Ch. 4]

Examples of this pattern include data warehouse and data lake. These types of solutions

are designed to help with processing a large amount of data. An important thing to note

is that in these types of solutions the flow of data is unidirectional; one service publishes

data into a shared data store which is then consumed by downstream consumers. A

shared database, which can be updated by multiple services, could be problematic as

outlined earlier.[32, Ch. 4]

2.4 Comparison of service-to-service communication methods

The synchronous request-response model of communication is what is usually the most

familiar to developers. Therefore, it might be a good default method of communication to

select.

However, a synchronous communication scheme causes temporal coupling between ser-

vices[33, Ch.3][32, Ch. 4]. This is especially problematic if long call chains involving

multiple services are formed. One service responding slowly somewhere along the chain

will cause all the other services upstream to it to also respond slowly. Also, one service

being offline will cause all the calls involving it to fail. Moreover, this also causes signif-

icant resource contention; each service has to have a network connection open waiting

for a response.[32, Ch. 4]

An asynchronous communication scheme fixes the temporal coupling problem. When

using asynchronous communication, the service receiving the request doesn’t have to be

reachable at the exact moment of the request being made.[32, Ch. 4][33, Ch. 3]
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The disadvantage of asynchronous communication compared to synchronous commu-

nication is that it is less familiar to developers. Also, an asynchronous communication

scheme is considered to be more complex.[32] There is also the question of which type

of asynchronous communication to use.

Asynchronous communication through common data can be useful in cases where inte-

gration with a legacy system, which can’t support more modern technologies, is required.

It can also be a useful approach when a large volume of data needs to be transferred in

one go. For other cases the pick is between asynchronous request-response and event-

driven communication.[32, Ch. 4]

A request-response scheme makes sense in situations where a response is required

before further processing can be carried out. It can also make sense in situations where

in a failure case some compensating action has to be carried out.[32, Ch. 4]

An event-driven approach can be used when information needs to be broadcast to multi-

ple receivers. Compared to a request-response style of interaction, a higher level of loose

coupling can be achieved because the service that emits an event doesn’t need to worry

about receiving a response. Therefore, it doesn’t explicitly need to know about the con-

sumers of the event.[17][32, Ch. 4] The trade-off is that there is still an implicit coupling

between the event’s emitter and its consumers; if the event were to change in the future,

there is no way, at least by looking at the code, to find out where such a change will have

an effect[17].
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3. MESSAGE BROKER

A message broker is a software component whose responsibility is to abstract the rout-

ing of messages. When using a message broker, the application sending a message

doesn’t need to concern itself with the location of the receiver or receivers, it only needs

to know the location of the message broker. This greatly improves the maintainability of

a message-based system.[25, Ch. 1] Another benefit is that a message broker holds on

to a message until it can be received[33, Ch. 3]. Message brokers are a popular choice

for implementing asynchronous communication in a microservice architecture because

they offer a wide range of such useful capabilities[32, Ch. 5]. ActiveMQ, RabbitMQ and

Apache Kafka are examples of popular open source message brokers[33].

In this chapter we will introduce concepts related to message brokers. We will also look

at what kind of guarantees a message broker can provide in terms of message delivery,

message ordering, and fault tolerance.

3.1 Message channels

A message channel is a virtual pipe that connects the sender and receiver of the mes-

sage. Message channels are logical addresses inside a message broker. When a pub-

lisher send a message it sends it to a particular message channel. A consumer receives

the messages from the message channels it listens to. A message broker doesn’t come

preconfigured with the channels. The developers need to configure the channels they

need for communication. The message channels are usually fixed at deployment time

instead of being created dynamically when the application is running. There are two dif-

ferent types of message channels a message broker can typically support: point-to-point

channels and publish-subscribe channels.[25, Ch. 3]

A point-to-point channel guarantees that only a single consumer receives a message. If a

point-to-point channel has a single consumer, that consumer receives all the messages. If

on the other hand multiple consumers are present, the channel makes sure that any given

message is consumed by exactly one consumer. A thing to note is that the channel can

have multiple messages being consumed concurrently.[25, Ch. 4] Point-to-point channels

are often referred to as queues.
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A publish-subscribe channel can deliver a single message to multiple consumers. This

means that a publish-subscribe channel has a single input channel and multiple output

channels, one output channel for each subscriber.[25, Ch. 4] Publish-subscribe channels

are often referred to as topics.

3.2 Message delivery

One of the more attractive features of message brokers is that they can be configured

to guarantee message delivery. This is useful in the context of microservices because

the service sending a message doesn’t need to worry about the state of downstream

services; even if a service was offline temporarily, the broker will make sure it eventually

receives the message[32, Ch. 5].

The message broker can achieve guaranteed delivery by writing the messages it receives

on disk rather than just keeping them in memory. This way, even if the broker were to

crash, no messages are lost. There is a trade-off here in that persisting the message on

disk takes time, and slows down the messaging system.[25, Ch. 4] Whether or not the

message broker persists messages on disk is usually a configurable setting.

A thing to note is that a hundred percent guarantee is hard to achieve. There is almost

always a case where messages can be lost. For example, a hardware failure might occur

which may lead to messages being lost even if they are written on disk. The more re-

dundancy there is in the system, the less the likelihood of such a situation happening.[25,

Ch. 4] Most message brokers are cluster-based systems in order to ensure that a single

machine failing doesn’t cause message loss[32, Ch. 5].

Another aspect of message delivery is how many times does the broker guarantee to

deliver the same message. Ideally the delivery guarantee would be an exactly-once guar-

antee. This means that each message would be delivered exactly once. However, it’s

debatable if an exactly-once delivery guarantee is possible[32, Ch. 5]. At least it’s often

considered too costly[33, Ch. 3]. Therefore, it’s usually safe to assume that a broker can

only provide an at-least-once delivery guarantee. An at-least-once guarantee means that

the broker will attempt to deliver the message once, but in a failure situation the message

might get delivered more than once.[33, Ch. 3]

If a message broker claims to provide an exactly-once delivery guarantee, it is a good

idea to carefully look through the documentation to find out what it means in practise[32,

Ch. 5]. For example, Kafka is one message broker that has an exactly-once delivery

guarantee. In practise however, it only applies when transferring and processing data

between Kafka topics. If the consumer were to communicate with an external system,

Kafka cannot guarantee that that will happen exactly once.[14]
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3.3 Order of messages

Another useful guarantee that a message broker can provide is that of message ordering

being preserved. Not all brokers can provide this guarantee however, and there might be

some additional limitations.[32, Ch. 5]

In the case of a single consumer instance on one channel, it’s easy to make sure that

messages are received in order. The consumer instance simply processes the messages

sequentially. However, in this case the throughput is limited by the processing speed

of a single instance. In order to avoid this bottleneck, it might be necessary to have

multiple instances of the consumer.[25, Ch. 10] However, preserving message ordering

with multiple consumer instances present is trickier.

An approach to preserving message ordering with multiple consumer instances, used

by modern message brokers, is to use partitioned channels[33, Ch. 3]. For example, in

Kafka, a topic is divided into partitions, and each partition has exactly one consumer. This

way each instance processes the messages from the partition sequentially. The decision

as to which consumer instance receives which message is made based on a message

key. Messages with the same message key are routed to the same partition.[24] A thing

to note is that message ordering in Kafka is only guaranteed inside a single partition[32,

Ch. 5].

3.4 Reliability

A message broker can be configured in multiple different ways to support multiple different

use-cases. In some use-case, some messages being lost now and then might not matter,

and instead, low latency is the most important aspect. In this case, messages held in

memory on a single message broker instance might be the optimal approach. However,

in the case that losing messages is not acceptable, a single point of failure is not ideal.

Most message broker systems can be operated as a cluster[11, 1, 12]. In this case, a

message broker consists of a cluster of message broker instances instead of a single

instance. Clustering can provide higher availability and better fault tolerance.

A cluster can be configured to replicate messages across multiple broker instances[2,

15, 11]. This way the system can continue working without losing messages even in

the case of some nodes completely failing. For example, RabbitMQ provides a type

of durable, replicated, first-in-first-out queue called a quorum queue. A quorum queue

promises not to lose any received messages as long as a majority of nodes are not

made permanently unavailable.[2] In Kafka, replication is configurable for all topics by

default[15]. Each message broker system is different, and therefore, it is important to

study the message broker’s documentation in order to correctly configure for reliability.
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Proper cluster management is also vitally important, but is out of scope for this thesis.

Many cloud vendors offer hosting of message brokers like RabbitMQ, and some offer even

virtual message queues like Amazon SQS. These services may be worth considering.

3.5 Dead letters

There is a possibility that a message simply can not be delivered or consumed. For ex-

ample, a bug could cause the consumer to always throw an exception when attempting

to consume the message. This can block the message channel until the message is

manually removed or the bug is fixed. Therefore, a maximum retry limit should be config-

ured.[32, Ch. 5]

Then there is the question of what should be done with messages that pass the maximum

retry limit. Easiest fix would be to just discard them, but that is not an option for all

applications. Another option is to route them to another message channel. This message

channel, often referred to as a dead letter channel, can route the messages to a consumer

that implements some handling logic for such situations.[25, Ch. 4] The invalid messages

can, for example, be shown in an administrator’s user interface for manual inspection of

what went wrong[32, Ch. 5].
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4. SAGA PATTERN

The idea behind the saga pattern was originally introduced in a paper “Sagas”, written by

Kenneth Salem and Hector Garcia-Molina in 1987[20]. The original idea behind the saga

pattern is to divide long lived transactions, transactions lasting hours or days, into smaller

partial transactions that can be executed independently. A partial transactions might be

required to define a compensating transaction that undoes, from a semantic point of view,

the actions performed by the partial transaction. In this way, the long lived transaction

can be executed in smaller segments thus reducing the high abortion rate caused by the

long lived transaction having to lock all the database objects involved in the long lived

transaction for its entire duration. The difference between a saga and just some grouping

of database transactions is that all the transactions that are part of a saga are either

completed or somehow amended as a single unit.[20]

While only describing the details for a centralized database system, the original paper

states that this pattern can be applied in distributed database environments as well[20]. In

recent years in literature and in various online guides, the saga pattern has been proposed

to be used to manage data consistency in microservice architectures[32, Ch. 6][33, Ch.

4][30][3].

As mentioned in chapter 2, it is good practise for each microservice to have their own

database. However, this can lead to consistency problems when an operation that causes

state changes in multiple services is required to happen in an atomic way. A database

management system usually guarantees the atomicity of transactions, but that guaran-

tee only applies to a single service’s database. The idea behind the saga pattern in a

microservice architecture context is to model business processes spanning multiple ser-

vices as a set of transactions that each service can perform independently. The saga pat-

tern implementation will make sure that all the partial transactions are either completed

or, in a failure case, semantically reverted.[32, Ch. 6].

The traditional method for handling such situations where an operation has to interact with

two or more data repositories in a transactional manner is to use a distributed transaction.

A distributed transaction is a transaction that involves multiple data repositories and co-

ordination over a network. A common algorithm for distributed transaction management

is the two-phase commit (2PC) algorithm. While a distributed transaction can provide the
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usual ACID guarantees of a transaction, it has some drawbacks.[32, 33]

The 2PC algorithm as the name implies has two phases[43, Ch. 19]:

1. The voting phase

2. The decision phase

The 2PC algorithm is depicted in Figure 4.1. In addition to the participant data stores,

the 2PC algorithm requires an additional component, a coordinator, that keeps track of

the state of the distributed transaction. During the voting phase, the coordinator queries

the participant nodes for whether or not they can commit their local transactions. During

this phase the participants write the transactions on disk and check whether or not any

constraints are violated. After the voting phase has finished, the coordinator has received

an answer from each participant on whether or not they are able to commit, and it can

then move on to the decision phase. If all participants are able to commit, the coordinator

sends a message to all the participants to commit. If any one of the participants is unable

to commit, the coordinator sends a rollback message to each participant.[43, Ch. 19]

Figure 4.1. Two-phase commit algorithm

The participants obviously need to apply locks to the affected records during the voting

phase in order to guarantee that they will not be altered before the commit of the second

phase. This means that each participant needs to have the records locked for as long

as the distributed transaction is active. Managing locks in a distributed system is tricky.

There are also multiple failure modes to consider. For example, what if a participant votes

to commit during the voting phase but no longer responds when asked to commit. There

is also a window of inconsistency between when each service can actually perform their

commit since there is no way to guarantee that the commits will happen at exactly the

same time. This means that the isolation property of transactions is violated for a short
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time period.[32, Ch. 6]

Another problem with 2PC is that all the participants have to be online at the same time

in order to carry out the commit. This compromises availability as the availability of the

distributed transaction is the product of the availability of all its participants. For example,

if the distributed transaction involves 2 participants which are available 99% of the time,

the distributed transaction is available only 98% of the time.[33, Ch. 4]

The CAP theorem[18] states that only two of the following three properties can be satisfied

for a networked system providing shared data[38, p. 463]:

1. Consistency

2. Availability

3. Partition tolerance

Consistency in this context means that a request on the distributed shared data must

appear as if it completed in a single instant. This can be rephrased as the need for

requests made to a distributed shared memory to behave as if they were being executed

on a single node, handling operations sequentially one after the other. A thing to note is

that this property is different from the consistency property in ACID transactions.[21]

Availability means that a request received by an online node must result in a response. A

system can respond with stale data and still be considered available.[21]

Partition tolerance means that the system will keep functioning even in the event of a

network partition. When a network partition happens, nodes in different components of

the partition cannot communicate with each other. This means that messages between

nodes can be lost.[21]

When using distributed transactions the system can be considered to achieve consistency

and partition tolerance; the system will not respond if the requested object is in the middle

of a distributed transaction. A saga makes the opposite trade-off, preferring availability

over consistency.[33, Ch. 4]

An execution of a saga is depicted in Figure 4.2. A successful execution flow is depicted

with black arrows. The local transactions t1, t2, t3 are applied one after the other until

either the saga completes or a failure is encountered. In the case of a failure, the flow

depicted with red arrows is entered from the point of failure. Compensating transactions

are applied until all the changes have been reverted. If an error is encountered during t2,

only c1 is applied. If an error is encountered during t3, c2 is applied first and c1 after.

A saga can have two recovery modes in case of a failure: a backward recovery mode and

a forward recovery mode. In a backward recovery, the compensating transactions are

applied in the reverse order so that the changes that had been made up to the point of
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failure are semantically undone as depicted in Figure 4.2 In a forward recovery, the saga

picks back up from the point of failure and reattempts to carry out the transaction. [20]

Figure 4.2. Saga execution

The execution of the saga is not consistent in the CAP theorem sense; an incomplete

state can be observed while the saga is executing. However, higher availability compared

to a distributed transaction is achieved as not all participants have to be present at the

same time.

4.1 Implementation styles

There are 2 different implementation styles for the saga pattern: orchestration-based

sagas, and choreography-based sagas. An orchestration-based saga has a central co-

ordinator, while a choreography-based saga works just simply by each microservice re-

acting to events published by other microservices. It is also possible to mix and match

different implementation styles.[32, Ch. 6]

In an orchestration-based saga implementation, a dedicated component is tasked with

invoking the microservices involved in the saga in the correct order. If a service reports

a failure, the saga coordinator is also tasked with invoking the microservices to apply

compensating transacations. An orchestration-based saga can make use of a request-

response style of communication.[32, Ch. 6]

The coordinator doesn’t necessarily need to run as it’s own service. It can be included as

a part of one of the services. [33, Ch. 4]

The state of the saga should be persisted to a database after each step. This way, even if

the coordinator was to crash, the state could still be recalled from the database. [33, Ch.

4]

The saga coordinator can be modeled as a state machine. A state machine consists of

a set of states and some transitions between those states that are triggered by events.

A state transition can trigger an action, which in the context of sagas is an invocation of
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a microservice that is participating in the saga. Which transition to apply is determined

by the current state of the saga and the result of the invocation. The example saga

that is introduced in Chapter 5 can be modeled as the simple state machine depicted in

Figure 4.3. Modeling the saga as a state machine is useful because it makes the design,

implementation and testing of sagas easier.[33, Ch. 4]

Figure 4.3. Saga state machine example

In a choreography-based saga, no central coordinator is required. The microservices sim-

ply publish domain events and expect other services to act accordingly. A choreography-

based saga usually makes use of a message broker to ensure reliable delivery of the

events. It’s also possible to have multiple services react to the same event to achieve

parallel processing.[32, Ch. 6]

As compared to an orchestration-based saga, in a choreography-based saga no one

component needs to know about all the saga participants. Each service simply needs to

know how to react to specific events. This makes for a more loosely coupled architecture.

On the other hand, the benefit of an orchestration-based saga is that the steps of the

saga are explicitly defined in the saga coordinator which makes it easier to figure out

what the saga actually does. For a choreography-based saga, it can become difficult to

figure out what the steps of the saga are because one would need to look at each service

in isolation and see which events they are listening for.[32, Ch. 6]

A way to mitigate the problems in a choreography-based saga is to use a correlation id.

For each saga execution a unique identifier is generated. If using topics for messaging,

one service could listen for all the events related to a saga and keep track of its state.

Another reason correlation ids are useful is that they can be used in conjunction with a
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log aggregation tool. Each service can use the correlation id in its local logs, and then its

possible to search for a specific saga execution from the aggregated logs.[32, Ch. 6]

4.2 Comparison to database transactions

Atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability (ACID) are properties that a transaction

processing system typically promises for a transaction. Atomicity means that either all

the steps of the transaction are completed or no steps are completed. This means that a

partial execution of a transaction shouldn’t be possible. If a transaction processing system

encounters an error during a transaction it will undo the partial steps that it had already

applied. Consistency means that the system should be in a consistent state before and

after a transaction. Isolation means that a system running a set of transactions should

produce an outcome that is equal to running the transactions one after the other. The

durability property means that once a transaction has completed the results are saved in

a persistent storage.[5][Ch. 1]

A saga performs local database transactions at each step and therefore the individual

steps of a saga are ACID compliant; as long as the underlying database systems are

ACID compliant. Therefore, the local databases will make sure that transactions that are

committed are durable and consistent. As stated earlier, a saga will make sure that either

all the steps are completed, or that they are all semantically rolled back. Therefore, sagas

can be thought to be atomic as well. However, sagas lack the isolation property because

once a local database transaction commits, other sagas can see the committed results

immediately. This can lead to data anomalies.[33, Ch. 4]

The five following anomalies can happen due to the lack of isolation[19]:

• Dirty reads

• Lost updates

• Non-repeatable reads

• The phantom anomaly

• The dirty write anomaly

A dirty read anomaly can happen when a transaction updates a record and another trans-

action reads the updated value. After this, the first transaction is rolled back. In this case

the second transaction has read a non-existing version of the record.[19]

The lost update anomaly happens when a transaction reads a value for update. After this,

a second transaction updates the record. Later, the first transaction updates the value.

In this scenario the second transaction’s update is lost. The dirty write anomaly can be

considered a special case of the lost update anomaly.[19]
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A non-repeatable read anomaly is a situation in which a transaction reads a record, but

before the transaction has finished the record is updated and committed by another trans-

action. In other words, the read record cannot be trusted to be correct.[19]

The phantom anomaly happens when a transaction reads records by using a search

condition. Later, during the execution of the transaction, records have been updated in

such a way by other transactions that the search would return different results.[19]

4.3 Lack of isolation countermeasures

The lack of isolation should be taken into consideration when designing sagas. There are

5 countermeasures to either prevent isolation anomalies completely, or to reduce their

business risk for sagas. The countermeasures are[33, Ch. 4]:

• Semantic lock

• Commutative updates

• Pessimistic view

• Reread value

• By value

A semantic lock is an application level lock for a record that the saga creates. When a

compensatable saga transaction creates a record, it marks it with a flag that signals to

other transactions that the record is involved in a saga execution that isn’t yet finished. If

the saga completes successfully, it clears the flag. The flag is also cleared in a backward

recovery. A noteworthy problem with locking is that it can lead to a deadlock situation.

This should be taken into consideration if a semantic lock countermeasure is used.[33,

Ch. 4]

Sometimes it is possible to make updates commutative. Commutativity means that the

same result will be produced no matter in which order operations are executed. This

removes the possibility of a lost update anomaly.[33, Ch. 4]

A pessimistic view countermeasure can be applied to reduce the business risk associated

with dirty reads. Updates that decrease the options of a user should be compensatable,

while updates that increase the options should be retriable. This way, if a dirty value is

read, it’s one that allows for less options for the user.[33, Ch. 4]

In a reread countermeasure, a record is verified to be unchanged by other sagas between

when it was first read, and when an update is attempted. This works to prevent the lost

update anomaly. If another saga has modified the record, a rollback is performed.[33, Ch.

4]

A concurrency mechanism can be selected dynamically based on business risk. An ap-
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plication using the by value countermeasure could dynamically choose between, for ex-

ample, sagas and distributed transactions. High-risk requests could be executed by using

the more heavy distributed transactions, and low-risk requests could be executed using

sagas.[33, Ch. 4]

While the lack of isolation should be taken into account, it isn’t necessarily always a

problem. For database management systems the isolation level is usually lower than fully

serializable by default.[33, Ch. 4]
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5. IMPLEMENTATION OF EXAMPLE ARCHITECTURE

In this chapter an example backend microservice architecture that uses the saga pattern

will be described. The objective of the architecture is to implement a ticket sale system.

The goal is to find out how the saga pattern can be implemented correctly and how well

it fits the microservice paradigm. This chapter will look at the design and implementation.

In the following chapter, Chapter 6, how well the implemented system conforms to the

microservice principles will be evalauted.

The example microservices are implemented using the Spring framework[42], Spring

Boot[40], and Java. PostgreSQL[22] is used as a database for each microservice. Re-

act[37] is used to implement a simple user interface. The user interface is not relevant to

the functioning of the saga pattern and therefore is not described in this thesis in more

detail. Apache Kafka[12] is used as a message broker for communication between the

services. Kafka Connect[13] and Debezium[9] will be used to relay messages from the

service’s databases into Kafka. Stripe[39] will be used for payment integration. More

details will be provided later in the architecture overview section.

5.1 Ticket sale system requirements

The goal is to implement a simple ticket sale system with limited functionality using the

microservice architecture style and the saga pattern for integration between the microser-

vices. The ticket sale system should fulfill the following requirements:

1. User should be able to reserve a number of randomly selected seats

2. User should be able to make payment for tickets for the seat reservation

3. The seat reservation should be released after 10 minutes if the user doesn’t com-

plete the payment

4. The tickets should be delivered via email to the user

5. If the tickets can’t be delivered after the user has made payment because the seat

reservation has expired, the user’s money should be refunded automatically

The system should be designed in such a way that it adheres to the microservice archi-

tecture characteristics described in Chapter 2. Namely each microservice should have a

dedicated database, one microservice crashing shouldn’t affect other services, business
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logic should be contained inside the services and should not leak into the communication

mechanism, the services should be independently deployable, and the services should

be designed around business concerns.

5.2 Architecture overview

In this section, the architecture of the system will be looked at. The C4 model[6] is utilized

to describe the system architecture.

Firstly, an introduction to the C4 model is provided. Then two of the higher levels of C4

diagrams are presented and the used technologies are described in more detail. After the

components are described, a description of how services communicate with each other

during a saga is provided. Finally, reasoning behind using the specific technologies is

given.

5.2.1 The C4 model

The C4 model is a way for software development teams to describe software architec-

ture. The model consists of a set of hierarchical abstractions and a set of hierarchical

diagrams. In the C4 model a software system consists of one or more containers, the

containers consist of one or more components, and the components are implemented by

one or more code elements. Each of these levels of abstraction can be described us-

ing notation independent diagrams. In addition, the model includes a person abstraction

which represents a specific type of user of the software.[6]

A software system is the highest level of abstraction. It describes something that delivers

value to users. The users could be humans or other software systems. The software

system that is being modeled could depend on other software systems.[6]

A container is the second level of abstraction. In the C4 model, a container does not

refer to a docker container but instead it represent something that needs to be running

in order for the overall system to function. A container could be an application or a data

store. For example, a container could be a server-side web application, a client-side web

application, a database, a serverless function, or even a shell script.[6]

A component is a set of interrelated functionality that is wrapped in a clearly defined

interface. A container consists of components. For example, in the Spring Framework a

component could be a spring bean. A component in the C4 model does not refer to an

individually deployable unit as it might in some other context. Instead, all components

inside a container usually execute inside one process.[6]

Finally, further detail can be given about each component by providing a code level de-

scription. This can be achieved using UML class diagrams, for example. It’s not neces-
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sary to draw these diagrams by hand as a code level diagram can usually be automatically

generated by tooling.[6]

It’s not always necessary to include diagrams for all 4 levels of abstraction. Only the ones

that add value can be included. Only a system context diagram and a container diagram

are often sufficient for most teams.[6]

5.2.2 C4 Diagrams and technology descriptions

The system context diagram for the ticket sale system is shown in Figure 5.1. A user is

able to purchase tickets using the system and is able pay for the tickets using Stripe. The

ticket sale system uses a Gmail SMTP server to deliver the purchased tickets to the user

and receives a notification from the Stripe integration when a user completes a payment.

Figure 5.1. System context diagram

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) is the protocol used to deliver email[27]. An SMTP

server provided by Gmail is used.

Stripe is an payment services provider[39]. A payment services provider is a company

or service that enables businesses and individuals to accept and process electronic pay-

ments for goods and services over the internet. Payment service providers act as inter-

mediaries between merchants and customers, securely handling the transfer of funds and

facilitating electronic transactions.[4]

The container diagram is presented in Figure 5.2. The architecture consists of two mi-

croservices each with its own PostgreSQL database. The user can reserve seats through

the seating service and order tickets for the reserved seats through the order service.
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The order service communicates with the external systems. The services communicate

with each other through Apache Kafka. Kafka Connect is used to facilitate communica-

tion between the services during a saga. The communication between services will be

described in depth in the section following this one. The services are implemented using

the Spring Framework with Spring Boot and Java.

Figure 5.2. Container diagram

The Spring Framework is a framework for building Java applications[42]. The Spring

Framework provides the Spring Data JPA package which provides an object-relational

mapping[41]. The Spring Data JPA package will be used for database operations in the

microservices. The Spring Framework also provides a client for Kafka[35]. The Spring

Kafka client is used for communication with Kafka. Finally, Spring Boot provides auto-

configuration for the Spring Framework which makes it easier to develop Spring based

applications[40].
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PostgreSQL is a relational database management system. PostgreSQL is ACID-compliant

and uses the SQL language.[22]

Apache Kafka is an event streaming platform. Although Kafka coins itself as an event

streaming platform, it also provides all the functionality of a typical message broker like

RabbitMQ.[12] An in-depth description of a message broker was given in Chapter 3.

Kafka Connect is a tool that provides a framework for integrating Kafka with other data

systems. A Kafka Connector is a component that is hosted on Kafka Connect. Two types

of connectors can be hosted on Kafka Connect: sink connectors and source connectors.

A sink connector reads data from Kafka and delivers it to some other system, for example,

a SQL database. A source connector read data from some other system and delivers it

to a Kafka topic.[13]

In the system, a Debezium source connector is used to read data from the service’s

databases into Kafka topics. Debezium is a set of source connectors for Kafka Con-

nect[9].

5.2.3 Communication between services during a saga

In the example architecture, a Debezium source connector for Kafka Connect is used to

move messages from the microservice’s PostgreSQL databases into Kafka topics. Each

service’s database has a special table, called an outbox table, to which messages to other

services are written to. The Debezium connector hosted on Kafka Connect can efficiently

capture the changes made to the outbox table and route the written messages to the

correct Kafka topics.

Schema for the outbox table is shown in Figure 5.3. A random UUID, message_id ,

is used as the primary key. The type field specifies the type of event: create, update

or delete. The field aggregate_type specifies the type of the aggregate that the event

is about. The field aggregate_id is the identifier of the aggregate. The payload field

contains the created, updated or deleted aggregate in its entirety in a JSON format.

Figure 5.3. Outbox table schema
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For example, if the order service wishes to update an order aggregate and publish a mes-

sage informing other service’s about the updated order, it updates the order aggregate

and inserts a new record to the outbox table with the following values:

• message_id : random UUID

• aggregate_type: Order

• aggregate_id : identifier of the order

• type: UPDATE

• payload : JSON represantation of the updated order

During a single step of a saga, a service has to execute its partial transaction, and after,

instruct the next participant to execute theirs. Using the outbox approach, both the local

database changes and the message can be persisted in a single transaction.

Figure 5.4. Transactional outbox pattern

A naive approach would be to simply write the changes to the database and then attempt

to publish the event to the message broker. However, this way of doing things would

require a dual write, writing to two different systems, Kafka and PostgreSQL in this case.

This could lead to data inconsistencies; if making the local database changes would
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succeed but publishing of the event would fail for any reason, perhaps due to a network

error, the system would be left in an inconsistent state.

This method is called the transactional outbox pattern[33, Ch. 3]. As described, it pro-

vides a way to atomically update a local database and publish an event to a message

broker. The pattern is shown in figure 5.4. A service can write its database changes

and the corresponding event in a single transaction to the database. Another process,

called the message relay, can read the events from the outbox table and relay them to the

message broker.

5.3 Technology choices

In this section, reasons for using the specific technologies will be described. Some tech-

nology choices are mostly arbitrary while others have a specific reason for choosing them.

The choice of using asynchronous messaging instead of a synchronous communication

scheme between the microservices is perhaps the most defining one of the whole archi-

tecture. Using a synchronous messaging scheme might not be a good idea. As outlined

in Chapter 2, it would cause the microservices to be temporally coupled. Due to this,

some retry logic would have to be implemented for the case that the invoked microservice

wasn’t available at the time of the invocation. Also, as a saga usually contains multiple

calls between services, the long call chains could quickly lead to major resource conges-

tion.

The reason for choosing Kafka as the message broker of choice is largely the existence of

Kafka Connect. Kafka Connect provides a platform for connectors to other datasystems.

This makes it possible with Debezium, a connector for Kafka Connect, to easily move

the messages from the outbox table to Kafka. No other message broker provides such

features out of the box. While it would be possible to roll out one’s own way of moving the

messages from the outbox table to the message broker, Debezium provides a purpose-

built solution for said problem. Kafka Connect also provides scalability and fault tolerance,

characteristics that would also need to be implemented for a custom built solution.

The choice of Stripe as the payment integration was largely arbitrary. Any payment in-

tegration would have been suitable. However, Stripe provides extensive documentation

which helped with the implementation. The choice of having a payment integration in the

first place was to discover any limitations pertaining to external API’s in the context of the

saga pattern.

The choice of PostgreSQL was mainly due to the author’s familiarity with said database,

and as such was largely arbitrary as well. One important aspect of PostgreSQL however,

is that it works with Debezium. Any other relational database that works with Debezium

could have been chosen instead.
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The Spring framework and React were also chosen due to the author’s familiarity with

them. Stripe also had good documentation for React. However, from the point of view of

the saga pattern, any backend and frontend framework could have been used.

5.4 Example saga description

In this section, the example saga will be looked at more closely. The steps of the saga

will be explained and some important implementation details will be discussed.

The example saga starts once a notification about a completed payment from the payment

processor is received. The example saga makes sure that either the user receives their

tickets or is refunded if their seat reservation had expired. The example saga is visualized

as a state machine in Figure 4.3.

5.4.1 Steps of the saga

Before the saga execution takes place, the user has registered a seat reservation through

the user interface. This creates a new seat reservation in the seating service. The seat

reservation is valid for 10 minutes. An identifier for the seat reservation is returned to the

frontend application.

Next, the frontend application invokes the order service with the identifier of the seat

reservation and their email for the ticket delivery. This creates a new order entity in the

order service. The order service also invokes Stripe to create a new intent to pay for

the amount of the tickets. The user is shown a form to fill in their credit card details to

complete the payment.

The actual execution of the saga takes place once the user has completed the payment.

The order service has a webhook endpoint to listen for notifications about payments from

Stripe. Once the user has completed the payment, a notification is sent from stripe to the

order service that a payment pertaining to a specific order has been completed.

The user completing the payment is considered the first transaction of the saga. The

compensating transaction for the user completing the payment is to refund the payment.

At this step, the webhook handler updates the order entity that was created when the

user went to make the payment to indicate that it has been paid for and invokes the next

transaction.

The next transaction in the sequence is to mark the seat reservation as purchased. This

happens in the seating service. This step can fail as the seat reservation may have been

expired during the time that the user takes to complete the payment. If so, the compen-

sating transaction for the first transaction is invoked. Otherwise, the next transaction is

invoked.
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The third and final transaction is to deliver the tickets to the user. This happens in the

order service. Delivery of the tickets is done via email.

5.4.2 Implementation details

In Chapter 4, two different implementation methods for the saga pattern were introduced;

choreography and orchestration. In this example application, the choreography method

is used. However, orchestration could have as well been used using the specific com-

ponents and patterns described in this chapter. The reason for choosing choreography

instead of orchestration for this example application is that it contains only a single saga

which does not contain that many steps. For more complex sagas orchestration could be

considered.

As outlined earlier, publishing messages is done using the transactional outbox pattern

which makes it possible to atomically complete the step of the saga and instruct the other

service to carry out the next step. The next service in the sequence then has to define a

consumer endpoint that consumes the message from the topic and completes the saga

step. In its consumer endpoint, the next service can then again use the outbox pattern to

update some local state and atomically invoke the next saga participant.

In the saga, the logic for the steps is in the consumer endpoints. As an example, the

consumer endpoint for step 2 of the saga is depicted in Function 5.1. It contains multiple

noteworthy details.

On line 1 the listen method is annotated with the @KafkaListener annotation. Annota-

tions are a feature of the Java programming language that are used to provide additional

information about the program. The annotations can be used to, for example, generate

boilerplate code.[36] The @KafkaListener annotation is an annotation that is defined in

the Kafka client for Java. Simply put, it configures the listen method to run once a new

message arrives in the outbox.orderservice.OrderEntity topic on Kafka.

The @RetryableTopic annotation on line 2 is another annotation from the Kafka client

library. It configures retry topics for the topics that are assigned to the kafka listener

method. In case an exception is thrown during the execution of the consumer method, the

message is republished to the first retry topic and the listen method is retried. By default,

2 retry topics are created and in total 3 attempts are made to process the message. If all

3 attempts fail the message is published to a dead letter topic. An additional dead letter

handler, not depicted here, is defined that contains the logic for handling a message that

cannot be processed.

Without the @RetryableTopic configuration, an unprocessable message would block the

handling of messages indefinitely. This is because messages are handled in order in

Kafka. A possible source of such situation could be, for example, an error in the deserial-
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ization logic. A noteworthy side-effect of retrying is that the message ordering is lost. In

this saga the order of messages is not important but in other sagas it could be. If the order

of messages was important, additional logic would need to be implemented to account

for it.

The @Transactional annotation on line 6 configures the database operations that are

executed inside the method to run inside a transaction. This is important in order to avoid

the partial execution of the database operations.

In addition to the message payload, the consumer endpoint takes the message id as an

argument. Each message has a unique identifier. On line 12, whether or not the message

has already been processed is checked. If the message has already been processed, the

function returns early. On the last line of the function, the message id is persisted in the

service’s local database to mark the message as processed.

Persisting the processed message’s id and checking whether or not a message has al-

ready been processed makes the endpoint idempotent. The endpoint has to idempotent

because of the at least once delivery guarantee of Kafka. The debezium connector might

also in some situations broadcast a message twice. Having the endpoint be idempotent

ensures that each message is processed only once.

The function that implements the actual logic of the saga step is invoked on line 16. The

invoked function is depicted in Function 5.2.

On line 1, the function is also marked as @Transactional. The Propagation.MANDATORY

argument means that database operations that are executed inside the function share the

same transactional context as the one that is initialized in the consumer endpoint.

The function simply updates the state of the seat reservation to finalized if the seat

reservation is still valid and publishes an update message to the outbox. If the seat

reservation is expired, it also publishes a message to the outbox. The difference is that the

status of the entity on the update message is expired if the seat reservation was expired,

and finalized if the seat reservation was successfully finalized. Publishing the expired

message corresponds to a failure in the saga, and publishing the finalized message

corresponds to a successful execution of this step.

The order service has a similar consumer endpoint to listen for incoming changes to the

seat reservation. Based on the status of the seat reservation, it can execute the correct

action. If it receives an expired message, it calls Stripe to refund the user’s payment, and

if it receives a finalized message, it will deliver the tickets to the user.

A noteworthy detail is that the Stripe API for refunds is also idempotent. Due to the fact

that the consumer endpoint can be entered multiple times, if the API was not idempotent,

the user could be refunded more than once. This is something to consider if a saga step
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Function 5.1. Consumer endpoint

1 @RetryableTopic
2 @KafkaListener (
3 i d = " Seat ingServ ice " ,
4 t o p i c s = " outbox . o rde rse rv i ce . OrderEn t i t y "
5 )
6 @Transactional
7 public void l i s t e n (
8 @Payload S t r i n g payload ,
9 @Header ( " i d " ) S t r i n g messageId

10 ) {
11 UUID messageUUID = UUID . f romSt r ing ( messageId ) ;
12 i f ( processedMessageRepository . ex i s t sBy Id ( messageUUID ) ) {
13 return ;
14 }
15 OrderEn t i t y o r d e r E n t i t y = deser ia l i zePay load ( payload ) ;
16 seatReservat ionServ ice
17 . f i na l i zeSea tRese rva t i on (
18 o r d e r E n t i t y . getSeatReservat ionId ( )
19 ) ;
20 processedMessageRepository . save (new ProcessedMessage ( messageUUID ) ) ;
21 }

has to call external APIs.
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Function 5.2. Saga step

1 @Transactional ( propagat ion = Propagat ion .MANDATORY)
2 public void f i na l i zeSea tRese rva t i on (UUID seatReserva t ion Id ) {
3 SeatReserva t ionEnt i t y seatReservat ion =
4 seatReservat ionRepos i tory . f i ndBy Id ( seatReserva t ion Id )
5 . get ( ) ;
6 SeatReserva t ionEnt i t y . Status seatReservat ionSta tus =
7 seatReservat ion . getSta tus ( ) ;
8 i f ( seatReservat ionStatus
9 . equals ( SeatReserva t ionEnt i t y . Status .RESERVED) ) {

10 seatReservat ion . se tS ta tus (
11 SeatReserva t ionEnt i t y . Status . FINALIZED
12 ) ;
13 seatReservat ionRepos i tory . save ( seatReservat ion ) ;
14 outboxReposi tory . wri teToOutbox (
15 SeatReserva t ionEnt i t y . class ,
16 seatReservat ion . ge t Id ( ) ,
17 OutboxMessage . Type .UPDATE,
18 seatReservat ion
19 ) ;
20 } else i f (
21 seatReservat ionSta tus . equals (
22 SeatReserva t ionEnt i t y . Status .EXPIRED
23 )
24 ) {
25 outboxReposi tory . wri teToOutbox (
26 SeatReserva t ionEnt i t y . class ,
27 seatReservat ion . ge t Id ( ) ,
28 OutboxMessage . Type .UPDATE,
29 seatReservat ion
30 ) ;
31 } else {
32 throw new I l l e g a l S t a t e E x c e p t i o n (
33 " SeatReserva t ionEnt i t y had an unexpected s ta tus "
34 ) ;
35 }
36 }
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6. EVALUATION OF EXAMPLE ARCHITECTURE

The aim of this thesis was to find out how to implement the saga pattern in a microservice

architecture. The main focus was to find out a reliable and correctly working solution.

In this chapter, the proposed example architecture described in the previous section is

evaluated. Firstly, whether or not the architecture adheres to the microservice architec-

ture characteristics described in Chapter 2 is evaluated. Secondly, the reliability and cor-

rectness of the parts relating to the saga pattern are evaluated. Some evident drawbacks

of the proposed architecture are also discussed.

6.1 Adherence to microservice architecture characteristics

The characteristics of a microservice architecture were described in Chapter 2. In this

section whether or not the example architecture adheres to those characteristics.

First of the characteristics was independent deployability. As long as no changes are

made to the schema of the messages sent to Kafka, each service can easily be inde-

pendently deployed. If however the schema of the messages changes, changes to the

consumer should be deployed first so that it can handle both old and new messages.

After changes to the consumer are deployed the updated publisher can be deployed.

Even though this adds a bit of complexity, the microservices can still be considered to be

independently deployable.

Another characteristic was that services should be tolerant to failures of other services.

Because the services communicate through Kafka, if one service is offline, it should have

no bearing on another service as there is no direct communication between the two.

The characteristic of smart endpoints and dumb pipes is obviously satisfied. Kafka

doesn’t do anything else but routes the messages to their correct receivers. All the logic

for handling the messages is in the consumer endpoints.

Another obviously satisfied characteristic is that each service has a dedicated database.

Both microservices have their own database.

Finally, each service is modeled around a business domain instead of technical concerns.

One service is dedicated to managing seats and another to managing payments and
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orders. Whether or not this is a sensible dichotomy, however, is outside the scope of this

thesis.

6.2 Correctness

Perhaps the most interesting characteristic to examine is whether or not the architecture

supports the saga pattern correctly. What is meant by correctness in the context of the

saga pattern is that either all the steps are completed as a whole, or if there is an identified

failure, all the rollback steps are completed as a whole.

As identified in the previous chapter, there are a few characteristics that a step of the

saga, either rollback or forward step, need to fulfill in order for the saga to work correctly.

These are:

1. Idempotency. Each saga step has to be idempotent. If calling external systems

during a saga step, their APIs also have to be idempotent.

2. All database operations are executed within a single transaction.

3. The outbox pattern is used to invoke the next participant.

Besides that, a point not discussed in the previous chapter but in Chapter 4, is that the

lack of the isolation characteristic should be taken into consideration. If some database

operation can modify an entity in a database that is in the middle of being modified by a

saga, additional logic is required.

6.3 Reliability

Reliability in software architecture refers to the extent to which a system operates as

expected within defined conditions and over a designated duration. This attribute encom-

passes several subcategories, including[10]:

1. Maturity: Assessing whether the software meets reliability requirements during reg-

ular operation, ensuring it functions consistently and predictably.

2. Availability: Verifying that the software remains operational and accessible, allowing

users to interact with it when needed.

3. Fault tolerance: Evaluating the software’s ability to function correctly despite hard-

ware or software faults or failures, avoiding catastrophic disruptions.

4. Recoverability: Determining whether the software can recover from failures by

restoring affected data and reinstating the system to its desired state.

In the following subsections the example architecture will be evaluated through the lens of

these subcategories, all except maturity as maturity is hard to evaluate on a new system.

An emphasis is obviously based on the functioning of the saga pattern.
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6.3.1 Availability

The availability of the example saga as a whole depends on the availability of the mi-

croservices and their respective databases, Stripe, the SMTP server, Kafka and Kafka

Connect. For the purpose of this thesis, Stripe and the SMTP server are not as interest-

ing as they are specific only to the example saga.

An obvious way to increase availability is to introduce redundancy. Kafka provides the op-

tion of running as a cluster where messages can be replicated across multiple instances

to provide redundancy[15]. Kafka Connect also provides clustering for means of achiev-

ing high availability[16]. In a similar manner, Postgresql also provides a way to replicate

messages across multiple database servers in case one server fails[23].

The microservices are stateless, meaning they hold no state of their own. All the state in-

formation is stored either in the microservice’s respective databases or Kafka. Stateless-

ness provides the option of introducing load balancing that could route traffic to another

instance if one became unavailable.

All in all, there are no obvious obstacles that would prevent the high availability of the

system. All components provide, or could provide, high availability if needed.

6.3.2 Fault tolerance

Clustering and replication of Kafka and Postresql also provides fault tolerance. Replica-

tion of data provides protection against hardware failures.

An identified cause of possible catastrophic disruptions is an unprocessable message

getting into Kafka. To guard against this, the dead lettering mechanism was added. It

makes it possible to continue processing even in the case of an unprocessable message.

Without it a manual intervention would be required which could halt processing for a long

time.

6.3.3 Recoverability

Under the assumption that data is not lost from the data stores, the system should be able

to recover the state of the saga and continue normal operation. A microservice performs

the following operations during a saga step:

1. a message is pulled from Kafka by the service

2. If the message has already been processed, an acknowledgment to move to the

next message is sent to Kafka and the saga step returns early

3. The service performs database operations within a transaction or calls an idempo-
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tent API

4. An acknowledgment is sent to Kafka

If there is a failure at any point, the service starts the operations again from the beginning.

Because the messages are pulled from Kafka by a service and Kafka keeps track of which

message is next to be processed, a service can easily recover from a crash.

6.4 Drawbacks

The most evident drawback of the architecture is that there are a lot of components to

maintain and monitor. A large organization would be required to run such an architecture.

This will inevitably drive up the cost.

Another evident drawback is complexity. In this simple example of two services and one

actual saga, the complexity is maintainable. If however the architecture consisted of many

more services and implemented multiple sagas, it could quickly turn unmaintainable. The

lack of isolation of the saga pattern could easily cause hard to detect bugs.

Due to the large number of components involved in a saga, testing is quite laborious. The

setup of integration tests requires intricate deployments.
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7. CONCLUSION

The aim of this thesis was to study how the saga pattern might be implemented in a mi-

croservice architecture in order to achieve a reliable method of integrating microservices

with each other. The study was mainly an empirical one, where a software architecture

that fits the microservice architecture characteristics was created and evaluated.

Arbitrary functional requirements were made up for the example system in order to get a

more practical understanding of what kind of hurdles might be encountered in adopting

the saga pattern. However, the findings of this thesis should be generalisable to meet

other functional requirements as well.

A large defining factor of this thesis was the choice of asynchronous messaging over

a synchronous communication style for the example architecture. Additional research

would be required in order to determine if, and how the saga pattern could be imple-

mented reliably using a synchronous communication style.

Although Kafka was chosen as the message broker for the example architecture, an ar-

chitecture making use of another message broker technology could make use of similar

patterns and methods as described in this thesis. The only condition is that the message

broker should support the at least once delivery of messages. Similarly, PostgreSQL

could be exchanged for another relational database technology.

Another choice was to implement a choreography based saga instead of an orchestration

based saga. However, the findings of this thesis should be helpful in implementing an

orchestration based saga as well.

The main findings of this thesis pertain to how an individual step of the saga should be

conducted. There were multiple things to consider in order to have a saga work reliably.

One hurdle to overcome is that a saga step should atomically be able to make its lo-

cal changes and to invoke the next participant by publishing a message to the message

broker. The remedy to this problem, discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, was to use

the outbox pattern. Instead of directly attempting to publish the message, the message

is written to a microservice’s local database during the same transaction that the local

database changes are made. The message can then be picked up by another running

process, Kafka Connect with the Debezium connector, that actually publishes the mes-
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sage.

Due to the fact that a message broker can only provide an at least once delivery guarantee

for a message, a saga step should be able to ignore duplicate messages in order to avoid

processing the same message multiple times. The solution to this problem was to mark a

message as processed in the microservice’s local database during the same transaction

that the local changes are made. A saga step handler can then ignore the duplicate

messages it receives.

An observation was made about calling external APIs during a saga step’s execution. The

API needs to provide an idempotency guarantee.

Finally, in order to provide better fault tolerance, a dead lettering mechanism was added.

Due to the fact that messages are processed in order, an erroneous message could

completely halt processing. With the dead lettering mechanism, possible erroneous mes-

sages are directed to a dead letter topic from which they can be examined further.

One aspect that was not looked into in more detail in the example architecture is the lack

of the isolation property of sagas. This was, however, somewhat discussed in Chapter 4.

Overall, the saga pattern can provide a reliable way to integrate microservices. To achieve

reliability, however, a lot of properly maintained infrastructure is required. Moreover, the

lack of the isolation property can introduce a lot of complexity.
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